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In nineteenth century no distinction was drawn between 
maximal and nonmaximal orders in a numberfield. Most the 
work on orders in this period was done by Dedekind and 
Kronecker. 
twentieth century s witnessed a ative neglect of the 
nonmaximal orders of a numberfield, which are the algebra 
analogues of singular curves, although a few texts, for 




s dissertation we attempt to present a connected account 
theory of nonmaximal orders, h ing some of ir 
important properties. 
In Chapter One we discuss the factorization ideals in 
'nonmax orders, and use this to define a zeta function for 
an trary order in a numberfield. We so relate this to 
a novel approach to zeta functions suggested by Dr K R Hughes, 
viz. artinian inject modules over certa types of rings. 
This approach contrasts with the Hasse-Weil zeta function of 
a curve, which is restrict to the nonsingular case. 
In Chapter Two we attempt to define the Class Group of a 
nonmaximal order, and prove a relationship 
Class Number and that of a nonmaximal order. 
en the usual 
2 
We shall assume standard resu s from commutat algebra, 
including the theory of the tensor product, from number theory, 
especially the theory of valuations, and from general topology, 
especially metric space theory. Less well-known results will 
be stated explicitly,somet s without proof. 
We use the following conventions : 
All rlngs are commutative with identity. 
R is a rlng, R* denotes the multiplicative group of 
units of R, unless it is stat otherwise. 
A finite module means a fin ly generated module. 
All local rings are necessarily noetherian. 
.. I I ( -ord x P-adlc valuatlons are normaliz so that x p = Norm P) p. 
The symbols c or c mean inclusion, proper or otherwise, 
while ~ means proper inclusion. 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE ZETA FUNCTION OF A NONMAXIMAL ORDER 
1.1 Preliminaries 
A numberfietd K 1S a fin e algebraic extension of Q. 
A lattice M in K is a finitely generated Z-submodule 
of K. 
The latt 1S full if its dimension:: [K:Q] 
An order K is a full lattice which lS also a r1ng 
with unity. 
We now show that in a numberfield there lS a unique maximal 
order containing all other orders. 
Suppose R a domain contained in a field K 
An element a E K is said to be integraZ over R if 
(i) aM c M for some finitely generated R-module M 
K 
3 
or (ii) a satisf s an equation ",n + b ",n-l+ ... + b o :: 0 ~ n-l~ , 
b. E R • 
1. 
The ivalence of (i) and (ii) 1S readily est ished (see, 
for example, Lang [2]). 
The ring of all elements of K integral over R lS called 
the integraZ closure of R in K, written RK . 
It is c that l<K is, fact, a ring, that 
operation of taking int 1 closure is idempotent. 
The integral closure of Z in a numberfield K, written ~K' 
is called the ring of (algebraic) integers of K. 
4 
Theorem 1 Every order in a numberfield K lS contained 
In OK ' which is an order and thus the unique maximal order 
of K. 
Proof: If x E to , an order of K , then xC> c C> , and 
Slnce C> lS finitely generated over Z , x lS integral 
over Z , so x E tO K {lK lS obviously a ring and a lattice, 
and it lS full because it contains a full lattice (any order) 
and its dimension cannot exceed [K:~] o 
It is clear that, if to lS nonmaximal, not every to-ideal lS 
and c> -ideal. 
K 
The largest to-ideal which lS also an {lK-ideal lS called the 
conductor of {l , written Fo' or just F. 
In the case of a quadratic field K = ~ (ICD , d a square-
free integer, the orders are easily characterised. For then 
the discriminant 
if d:: 1 mod 4 
otherwise, 
and the maximal order {lK lS Z El1 Z [w] , also written [1, w] , 
where w = 
[l,gw] 
D + /5 
2 
g = 2, 3, 
all other orders are of the form 
The conductor of the order to = [l,gw] lS just g{lK 
(Cohn [1]). 
A similar characterization exists for the orders of arbitrary 
pure cubic fields (Cohn [1]), but not all sublattices 
containing 1 of the maximal order are rings. 
3 
For example, if K = ~(/7) , then "l!- 3/-OK = [1, -y 2, v 4 ] , but 
[ 1, 
3 ... 
V2, 2 V4] is not an order, although 3-[ 1, 2 '12, 
18. 
1.2 Factorisation of ideals in non-maximal orders 
A celebrated resu of Dedekind states that every eal 
the ring of inte rs of a number f Id can be unl 1y 
expressed as the product of powers prime ideals I e, \ 
for example, Lang [2]) . 
s depends on fact that OK is Dedekind, i. e. it 
ssesses the following three s 
(i) It lS integrally closed K . 
of 
(ii) It has K~uZZ dimension one, 1.e. every nonzero prlme 
ideal is maximal. 
(iii) It is noethe~ian, 1.e. every ideal is fin ly 
generat ,or, equivalently, every ascend chain 
of ideals stabilizes. 
The latter two properties are possessed by all orders, not 
only the maximal one, as we see now: 
Proposition 1 Any order ([) a numberfield K 
noetherian and has Krull dimens one. 
Proof (Folklore ) : ° lS noetherian since is 
finitely generat as a Z-module. To see that also has 





JF = Z,/pZ = 
P 
z,{z n P) I 1-------+> ([) I P 
in which P lS a prlme ideal of G) 
z n P (= pz, for some prime p E~) lS a prime ideal of ~, 
hence also maximal. (Z, lS Dedekind) 
So ([lIP, an integral domain, is a finite extension of the 
finite field F ,and hence is also a finite field. 
p 
So P must be maximal. 
However, it lS easily seen that a nonmaximal order, e.g. 
[1, 2i] in (Q(i) is not integrally closed, and hence not 
o 
Dedekind. (In this case l is integral over ([) ,but i ( ([)). 
There is thus no unique factorisation of ideals into products 
of prime powers, but a weaker result does hold. 
First we need some prerequisites : 
An R-ideal Q lS primary if ab E Q , a ~ Q implies b n E Q 
for some positive integer n 
ro n If Q lS prlmary, the radical of Q , P = Q = {x E R: x E Q 
f n E ~+} or some /hJ lS prime. It is called the associated prime 
of Q. We say Q is P-primary. It is easy to see that 
10 is the minimal prime containin'g Q. 
An R-ideal I is irreducible if I = J n L implies I = J 




The residual quotient of an R-ideal I by an R-ideal J lS 
the R-ideal I: J = {x E R: xJ c I} It lS easily seen 
that I:J is an R-ideal. 
The following properties will be used in the sequel 
Proposition 2 Q lS P-primary if (a) P ~ Q 
(b) x E P _ xn E Q for some n > 0 (c) ab E Q , 
Proof (Northcott [1]): Suppose ab E Q, b ~ Q . 
By (c), a E P , so by (b) an E Q for some n > 0 • 
Therefore Q lS prlmary. 
We need to show P = IQ . 
By (b) P c IQ. Conversely, if x E IQ ,let l be 
minimal such that xi E Q 
If l = 1 then x E Q c P (by (a)) and we are done. 
If l > 1 then Xi = i-l x.x E Q ; but by 
minimality of l ,so x E P ·(by (c)), as required. 
Proposition 3 A finite intersection of P-primary ideals 
is P-primary. 






We show P,Q satisfy (a), (b), (c) of 
(a) P~Q. all l 
- 1. 
so P ~ Q . 
o 
8 
(b) If x E P , then for each i lS a posit 
m. 
integer such that 
1 
E Qi m. x 1 
Put {m. } Then m E Q . for all m = max x 1 so 
1 i 
, 
m E Q x . 
(c) If ab E Q , a E: P , then ab E Qi for all 1 , 
f£ P IQ. i. e. n f£ Qi for I n ~ 0 a = a so 1 , 
b E Qi for all i (Qi primary) . Hence b E Q . 0 
Proposition 4 (a) I c I:J (I:J).J c I . 
(b) (n 1. ) : J = n (1. : J) 
1 1 
(c) (I:J):K = I:JK 
Proof: Immediate from the definit o 
Proposition 5 Q be P-primary, I, J ideals. 
(a) If IJ c Q and I ~ P then J c Q 
(b) If I c P ,then Q: I = Q . 
Proof (Northcott [1]) : (a) Choose a E I , a E: P , b E J . 
Then ab E IJ c Q , and since a f£ P , b E Q . 
So J ~ Q . 
(b) By Proposition 4 (a) , 1. (Q:I) c Q , so putting J = (Q:I), 
we have Q:I = Q by (aL 
But always Q c Q:I , so Q: I = Q . o 
We now proceed to establish the part of the main result, 
Theorem 2, first proved by Emmy Noether. A modern reference 
is Zariski-Samuel [1]. 
Lemma 1 If a g R is n , every can be 
represented as intersection of f itely many ible 
Is. 
Proof: If there are any ideals which are not sentable 
this manner, t will be ,a max such counterexample, 
M ~ by the noet an condition. M 1S not irreduc le, so 
there exist ideals B, C properly containing M 
M = B n C. By maxlmality of M, Band C must each be 
an intersection of finitely many irreducible ide s, and 
hence so must M be, a contrad o 
Lemma 2 If R is noetherian every irreducible ideal is 
primary. 
Proof: We assume the ideal I 1S not pr1mary, show it 
cannot be irreduc Ie. 
Since I 15 not primary, there e st b,c E R such at 
bc E I all n;;:;' 0 
Obviously I c 1:bR , and Slnce bc E I , c E I , we have in 
I 'i I: bR . 
Using Proposition 4 we obtain 
I: brR ~ [I: brR]: bR = I: b r + 1 R , and hence 
I c I: bR c I: b 2 R c .... 
'*' 
S R is noetherian, there e sts an integer m > 0 so 
that I: bnR = I: bmR for all n;;:;' m . 
9 
We complete the proof by showing that I = (I: bmR) n (I + bmR), 
for, by construction, both I: bmR and I + bmR st ctly 
contain I . 
It suffices to show (I: bmR) n (I + bmR) c I . 
If x E (I: bmR) n (I + bmR) ,then x = a + rbm 
r E R • 
But also x E I: bmR , so xbm = (a + rbm)bm 
= abm + rb 2m E I . 
This shows that rb 2m E I , so r E I : b 2m R = I : 
Hence rbm E I , and x E I as required. 




Theorem 2 • Every ideal In a noethe rlng can be expressed 
as a finite intersection of primary ideals. 
Proof: Immediate from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
This representation is usually highly non-unique. A great 
1 of t arbitrariness can be eliminated by restricting to 
certain types of decompositions 
A decomposition 01 n ... n Q . n 
n Q. is called irredundant . 
. *. ] ] 1 
in which no Q. 
1 
contains 
An dundant decomposition in which the primes associated 
o 
to the various primary components are all different is called 
normaL 
Proposition 6 Each primary decompos ion of an ideal can 
be refined to one which is normal. 





P.-primary, and suppose P. 
~ ~ 1 
- -...... = P 
r 
By Proposition 3 Q = Q. n 
~ 1 
is P-primary, so, 
replac 
primary belonging to 
n Q. by Q , we then have on 
l.r 
p in the decomposition. 
one 
Repeating this process with all the other as soc ed pI' 
we can, in a fin e number of steps, reduce the decomposit 
into one in which I the associat prlmes are different. 
The decomposition is then rendered normal by omitting any 
primary component which contains intersection the 
11 
s, 
remaining components. 0 
In the presence of the noetherian and dimension one cond ions, 
much stronger uniqueness properties can be obtained, and the 
decomposition can be written as a product. following 
resu is easi proved in the special case we are interested 
in, but we prove it in s most eral form : 
PropOSition 7 The number of components and the assoc ed 
primes a normal decomposition a decomposable eal In 
an arbitrary ring are unique. 
Proof (Northcott [1]): Let I Q 1 n ... n Qm = Q in ... n Q ~ 
be two normal decompositions of the proper 1 I ( I = R 
the result is obvious), where Qi lS P.-primary and Q ~ l. J 
is 
P ~ -PI' S e I -;. 
J 
R and the decompositions are 
irredundant, all the P. and pI are proper ideals. 
l. J 
12 
. From this finite set of prime ideals, we choose one which is 
not strictly contained in any of the others. Renumbering, if 
necessary, we suppose is P 
m 
We now show P = pI for some Jo 
jo 
and for this it suffices 
m 
to show P c pI 
m jo 
In fact since P 
m 
enough to show Q 
m 
, by choice of P 
m 
lS minimal prime containing Q 
m 
c P' for some jo 
jo 
Suppose Q $: P~ for all . By Proposition 5 Q ~ : J m J J 
for ail j , so by Propos ion 4 
I: Q = (Ql : Q ) n ... n (Q I: Q ) 
m m n m 
= Q1 n n Q' = I . n 
For 1 <; i < m we have P t P for otherwise P = m i m 
by choice of P , and this impossible as all the 
m 
distinct. Then Q 4: p. , 1 <; l < m , agaln because 
m J. 
the minimal prime containing Q So by Proposition 
m 
Q. : Q = Q. for 1 <; l < m , while Q : Q
m 
= R . 










Using Proposition 4 and the above relations, we then have 
I = I : Q = (Ql n . . . n Q ) . Q . m m m 
= (Ql: Q ) n ... n (Q : Q ) m m m 
= Ql n ... n Q m-l 
This contradicts our assumption of normality. 
lS 




If m = 1 , we obtain I = I: Q = R , again a contradiction. 
m 
We may as well take lO = n , so we have shown P = pI 
m n 
Now put Q = Q n Q' Then, by Proposition 3 , Q lS a m n 
primary 1 belonging to P = pI 
m n 
We have, for 1 <; i < m , P 9: P , so, as be , Q :E P , m i i 
and hence Q. : Q = Q for 1 <; i < m , and since Q ~ Qm , J. 
Q:Q=R. 
m 
Thus I: Q = Ql n ... n Q as m-l 




I: Q = QI n n Q~-l 
fore. 
Thus Ql n ... n Qm-l Q{ n n Q~-l = II , say, both 
decompositions be normal. 
Applying the ent argument to II we obtain, renumbering 
if necessary, P = pI and m-l n-1 
Q1 n . . . n Qm-2 = Q1 n . . . n Q~-2 :: 12 , say, both 
decompos lons ln being normal. 
It therefore remains to show that m:: n . 
If m < n , say, then after m steps we would obtain 
R = Qr n n Q~-m 
c pI n n pI 1 n-m 
which lS impossible as all the p~ a.re proper ideals. 
] 
We have thus proved that, in a noetherian ring, every ideal 
I has a normal decomposition into a f ite intersection of 
primary ideals, and that the primes associated to I , and 
the number of components, are unique. The ct an 
order so has Krull d sion one allows two her 
simplifications. 
Lemma 3 Let {AiliEI be a set of pairwise comaximal 
s in a rlng R (i.e. 
nA. = nA .. 
iEI 1 iEI 1 





Proof (Zariski & Samuel [1]): The proof 1S by induction. 
If AI, A2 are comaximaI, we get 
and the reverse inclusion is obvious. 
To prove the inductive step, we first observe that A 
n 
15 
comaximal with Al .... An _ 1 ' and hence with Al n ···n A l' n-
because 
n-1 
R = R = (An+AI) ••. (An + An _ 1 ) cAn + (A I .. ·An _ 1 ) cR. 
Now suppose that AI·.·· An - 1 = Al n ... n An- 1 
Since An is comaximal with Al n we have 
(A In· .. n An -1) n An :: (A I n n An _ 1 ).A (by the 
first step) 
= (AI ... A l).A , n- n 
by the inductive hypothesis. 
Lemma 4 The ideals {A'}'EI are comax:i.mal if and only if 
11.
their radicals are. 
Proof: Necessity is obvious as A. c rt::: 
1 1 
Sufficiency is proved by induction 
Suppose R = 1-;;-; + IA2 Then 1 = ci + c2 , cl € IA1 
c2 E IA2 . SO there is k E z+ that both k € A] and so c1 
k 
E A2 c2 . 
Now in the binomial expansion of 
term has a factor with either i ~ k or j ~ k , and 
hence it is either in Al or in A2 . 
o 
is 
It follows that term lS III Al + Az ,so 1 E Al + Az , 
Suppose the result holds for n - 1 comaximal ideals. 
Now if ~, ... , IX- are comax 
n 
1, then so are 




' and, by induct hypothesis, . . . , 






But this is obvious by the first step because = R 
for 1 ~ i < n . o 
A prime ideal P containing an ideal I is called a minimal 
prime of I if no prime containing I is strictly contained 
in P. 
Lemma 5 Suppose I = QI n ... n Qn is a normal decomposition 




If some p. lS a mln 1 prlme of I en Q. is uniquely 
1.0 1.0 
determined. 
Proof: Suppose P l is a minimal pr of 
"r 
.L . 
Let S be the mult licative set R - PI . 
Is = {x E R cx E I for some c ( S} Then I s 
depends only on I , by Proposition 7 I determines the 
p. uniquely. 
1. 
We show I = Ql , and this will give the result. s 
If x E I , then cx E I = 01 n n Q some c E S . S on 
Then cx E Q1 and c ~ PI , so x E Ql as Ql lS PI-primary. 
16 
Conversely, let x E QI' Clearly P n S * ¢ for l * 1 , 
for otherwise Pi c R - S = PI ' implying P = P l i by 
minimality of PI This contradicts normal 
So for each l * 1 , we can choose c
i 
E Pi n S , and for N 
suffic ly 1 (C2 •• • .. ··c)NEQ2n 
.n 
... n Q 
n 
Then x. (c 2 ••••• .. c )N E Q1 n ... n Q = I , and si.nce C' ,,' -, r _I.- 'J n n 




Theorem 3 In an order (]) of a numberfield K, every non-
zero ideal I has a unique normal decompos ion into a product 
of primary ideals. 
Proof: Since (]) has Krull dimension one, every non-zero 
prime is maximal hence every prime belonging to I lS a 
minimal prime of I ; so uniqueness llows by Lemma S. 
The primes of (]) are comaximal, so by Lemma 4 the primaries 
occurring in the decomposition of I are comax Then by 
Lemma 3 the intersection of these primaries can be expressed 
as their product. o 
Theorem 3 is thus a generalization of the Dedekind result 
referred to at the beginning of this section. The essential 
point is that, if the order is nonmaxin~l, not all prlmar s 
are prime powers. 
Example: If we cons the order ~ = [1,2i] K = !Q(i), 
for example, then the conductor F = [2,2i] lS easily seen 
to be prime. However there are several ideals - e.g. 2!D , 
2i~ , 4~ , 4i~ , etc. - which are F-primary but not powers 
of F • 
We conclude this section by showing that, in a noether 
ring of Krull dimension one, a decomposition into a product 
can be normalized as in Proposition 6. 
For this we need to show that a product of P-primary ideals 
is P-primary, a which follows from 
Proposition 8 If R is noetherian, P maximal, then Q 
is P-primary if and only if Q ~ pm for some m E ~+ 
Proof (Northcott [1]) : Suppose Q is P-primary. 
As R is noetherian, P = RaI' + ... + Ra a. E P . 
n 1 
m. 
For each 3 m. such that 
1 
E Q Put r m, 1 , a, . m 
1 1 
We show Q::: pm 
Now pm is generated over R by elements of the form 
~n 
11> ••• It. a 
n 
, the ~. 
l 




• ... . .a 
;p \1 . 
lO 
1S a 
Thus for some io ' 
n 
being nonne J_ve inte 
PI P 
and n m. , so a 1 • . .. a 
lO n 
generator, pO c Q 
1 
E 
(This argument shows, 1n fact, that any ideal contains a 
power of its radical 1n a noetherian ring.) 
Conversely, suppose pm c Q . 
If pI 1S a prime belonging to Q, then pm c Q ~ pI 






m ( pm. X , X 
By maximality, P ::: pI , so P 1S only prime be 
to Q . 




3 m. such that 
~ 
Then Q ::: 11 Q. 
~ 






P-primary ~ Q ::: n Q. 
i 1 ~ 
P-primary implies for 
m. 
:::> p ~ Put ::: I: m. m 
~ 






Remark: In a ring Kr~ll dimension one 1S sufficient 
that associated primes be distinct a decomposition 
(wh r an intersect or a product) to be normal. For if 
Q
i 
:::> n Q. (resp. nQ. ) then :::> some 
j*i J . *. J J ~ 
otherwise for each j * i we can find x. E 
J 
hence 11 X . E n Q. (resp. ITQ. ) , but ( 
J j*i J j *i J 
P. :::> P
jo 
and by max P. ::: P. , a 
~ ~ J 0 
1.3 Defining the generalized Zeta function 
The norm an ideal A 
or just N(A) , is the 
an order V, wr 
!ll 




Q. , x. If P. 
J J ~ 
So 
contradiction. 
Norm (A) , 




Now ~ n A = n~ for some 
)--------+. /0 
n € 'E, so 
1 
/0 
A lS a finite 
extension of the fin ring o/nZ hence itself a finite 
ring. 
The Dedekind zeta function of a numberfield K is defined 
as 
s € C 
the sum being taken over all nonzero ideals of OK' 
If K = Q , this is just the Riemann zeta function 
1;;(S) = L J:.. 
n€]\Jn S 
The most important properties of the Dedekind zeta function 
are the following : 
(1 ) 1;K(s) converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1 . 
(2 ) 1;K(s) may be wr en as a product 
n(l - N(~)S)-l TI(l 1 .... )' , = + N(P)S + N(p)2s+ 
P P 
19 
the product being taken over all prime idea p * 0 of 
OK This representation is called the Euler Product 
Formula. 
(3) 1;;K(s) can be analytically continued as a meromorphic 
function to the whole s-plane. 
a simple pole at s = 1 , and 
at s = 1 is given by 





where (rl,r2) 1S the signature of K, ~ the number 
of roots of unity K, ~ the discriminant of K, 
R the regulator of K, and h the class number K. 
(5) The function 
- r 2 S 5/2 - n % srI r 2 
2 I~I IT r(~) res) ~ (8) 
L K 
where n = [K:CQ] and r is the gamma function, 1S 
invariant under the transformation s + 1 - s . 
This is called the functional equation for ~ (s) • 
K 
There is also the famous Riemann Hypothesis: All non-trivial 
zeroes of have Re (s) = 1 2 • 
This is regarded by many as the most di It and most 
important of I the unsolved problems of mathematics. 
There are two obvious candidates for the finition of a 
generalized zeta function: a generalization of either 
definition of ~K(s) , or the Euler product formula for 
~K(S). This question has vious been considered by 
Jenner, who chooses the latter because coincides with 
de ition the case of an affine scheme. (Jenner [2]). We 
attempt to show in the sequel (§1.6) that there are other reasons, 
perhaps more telling, for choos g the following finition 
for ~K(s) , the zeta function of an arbitrary order 0 1n 
a numberfield : 
1 
1;;«.) (s) = L N(A)s 
A*O 
sEC , 
the sum being taken over all nonzero ideals of m. 
1.4 Convergence of 
The generalized zeta function converges 1n the same region 
as the Dedekind zeta function. 
In order to prove this result, we need to introduce certain 
concepts and prove some results about the norm of an ideal. 
Lemma 5 If I ,J are ideals in an order V , then 
N(I n J) . N(I + J) = N(I) . N(J) 
Proof: Consider first the short exact sequence 
m~ ex (1)/1 ffi I[)/.J B ([)...:-( A) /(1 n J), -+ YT Q7 7. )) 'i.L + J) , 
which 1S obtained as follows 
The map 10 -+ ~IEB ~ given by x -+ (x + I, x + J) 
«x, x) for short) clearly has kernel I n J . 
To see that coker (ex) is isomorphic to ~ + J) , we show 
that 
has kernel I + J Now every element of IOIr ED IO<J can be 
written as (x ,y) = (x,x) + (O,y-x) , so every coset of 
coker (ex ) contains a representative (0 ,z) , as (x, x) 
belongs to 1m (IOn n J») Mapping V1a z~ (0 ,z) we see 
that (0 ,z) 1S 0 in the quotient if and only if 
21 
22 
(o,z) ::: (1:,1:) for some t ,i.e. t E I , z - t E J, so 
zEI+J. 
Next consider the obvious short exact sequence 
( B ) ~ ~ 6)1]: 61 6)0 ---------# (f){r 
Applying Lagrange's theorem on the orders of f te groups 
to (A) and (B) we obtain the result. o 
Proposition 9 If . I and J are comaximal ideals an 
order 6) ,then N(IJ) = NCI) . NCJ) . 
Proof: If I ,J are comaximal, then I + J = 6) , 
and I n J = IJ (Lemma 3). 
Since N(6)) = 1 , the result follows by Lemma 5. o 
Proposition 10 If I and J are any ideals in the 
maximal order (f)K' then N(IJ) = N(I) . N(J) 
Proof: Every ideal of 6)K can be written as a product 
of prime powers, with distinct pr S glV g comax 1 
factors; so by Proposition 9 suffices to prove that 
N( ) = N(p)r for P prlme. 
Now consider the short exact sequence 
({) . ((() ) 
Vpr r-+ ~r"- Yrr J / 
, /' (lYpr) 
Thus we have, by Lagrange's theorem, 
Next we obtain the sequence 
Now ideal in a Dedekind domain ted by two 
elements (for example, see Zariski and 1 [1]), and we 
may choose one of the generators of P to be in p2 • 
P 
;;P2 is a one-dimensional vector space over the field 
hence {p:p2} = N(P) • 
So we obtain {p:pr } ~ N(P) . {p2:pr} 
Continu ln this manner we obtain the result. 
Let p a rational prime. Then the id P(l) has a K 
unlque factorisation 
el 
Po:lK = P1 
into a product of prime 
It is c that a prime 
rs by the Dedekind theorem. 
P of G'\ occurs among the P. 
1. 
and only if P lies above p, i.e. P div s p. 
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o 
Each is called the ramification index 
P. 
over p , 
written e ( Yp ) • 
P. 
The residue cZass degree of 




over p , written f( ~) 
If [K:!{)] = n we have the important relation (see, for 
example, g [ 2 J ) 
r P. P. 
n = L e( %) f( ~) 
i=l p P 
From· this we deduce that a rational prlme splits 0 at 
most n s in a numberf of degree n. 
Proposition 11 Let m be any positive integer. Then 
the numb~r of ideals of IDK with norm m is finite. 
Proof: Let P be any IDK-prime, and p the rational 
prime it divides. Then by definition of the norm and 
residue class degree, we must have NCP) = pfC7p ) 
Let A be an IDK-ideal satisfying NCA) = m , and suppose 
nl nr 














where f. = f C Y ) 
1 P 
Since Z lS a unique factorization domain, the prlmes 
belonging to any other ideal with norm m must lie over the 
p. . 
1 
For each l, the number of such prlmes lS finite, and the 
result then follows easily. 
The convergence of ~~Cs) lS proved uSlng the convergence 
of ~ Cs) , so we prove the latter first. 
K 
Theorem 4 The Dedekind zeta function ~ Cs) converges 
K 
absolutely for ReCs) > 1 . 
Proof CGoldstein [1]): We observe that it suffices to show 
1 
that L NCA)S converges for s Em, s > 1 , since, for 
A-'FO 
s E![ I"NCA)sl = INCA)IRe(s) = NCA)Re(s). 
We show first that L NCP)-s ,the sum being taken over all 
p 
primes P of VK , converges for s > 1 . 
o 
For each prime P of VK ,let p be the rational prlme 
which P divides. There are at most n such P dividing 
p . 
f (~) 
Then N(P) = P p ~ P -, so 
L N(P)-s ~ n L -s p 
p p 
and the latter s s converges for s > 1 . (The latter 
sum is over all rational primes p.) 
Using the fact that the infinite product T1(1 + u ) 
nEJt.J n 
converges absolutely if and only if L u converges 
nEJt.J n 
absolutely, we deduce immediately that the Euler product 
n (1 - N(P)-S)-I 
all P 
converges absolutely for s > 1 . 
Now let m be a positive integer, and PI, ... , P the r 
primes of aJK with N(P. ) ~ m (Proposition 11). ~ 
By unique factorization of aJK-ideals into prime powers, 
we have 
r -s -2s 
n(1+NCP I ) +N(P 2 ) + ... ) 
i=l 
t _ 
L N (A) S = 
~ l N(A)-s 
A: N(A)~m 
A:j:D 
where It denotes the sum over all nonzero ideals A 
"generated" by Pl, ;' .. , P . 
", r 
Clearly every term in the 
, 
last series lS in L ,hence the inequality. 
Letting m ~ ro , the RHS of the inequality becqmes ~K(s) , 
while the LHS becomes the Euler product, so the result 




Let R be a ring, K s quotient field. 
A fractional ideal A of R 1S an R-submodule of K so 
that rA c R for some nonzero r E K • 
Clearly every ideal is a fractional ideal. We sometimes 
refer to the former as an integral ideal when clarity 
needed. 
Theorem 5 The zeta function of an arb order Q) 1n 
a numberfield K, /;;0 (s) , converges absolutely for Re (s) > 1 . 
Proof (Jenner [1]) : We define an equivalence relation on 
the fractional ideals Q) by: A ~ B iff A = AB for 
some nonzero A E K. The number of equivalence classes 
modulo this relation is finite. (See Theorem 3 §2.4) 
Let Al, ... , A be a complete set of representatives of 
,n 
these classes, and we may assume the A. 
1. 
are integral. 
Since the index of A. in Q) is finite for each 1 , we 
1. 
can find a nonzero integer c such that 
cID c Al n ... n A 
n 
Let F denote the conductor of Q) 1n ID K . 
Then cF = cFID c AiF ~ Ai c ID c OK for all i. 
Now consider the map ~: A + AIDK from the ideals 
of ID to those of Q)K We wish to obtain some measure 
of the extent to which <I> not one-to-one. 
Suppose <I> (A) = <I> (A') • Then there exist I.E K* , 
1 ~ io ~ n , such that AA = Aio 
Then (cF2 c)cF c A. = AA c m 
10 - K 
Multiplying by m
K













MUltiplying by F ,we obtain 
cF2 c AA'F c AA' c m
K 
So both AA and AA' are between cF2 and 10
K 
Now the index is finite, and AA = AA' 
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if and 
only if A = A' as A * O. This, together with Proposition 
11, shows that there 1S an integer m so that the number 
of integral ideals of 10 having the same image under $ 
is at most m. 
N ,N' denote the norm for ideals in 10K 10, 
respectively. 
A lS an ID-ideal, we have 
N(AIOK) = {10K! AIO K} ~ {IOK:A} 
= {IO
K
:IO} . {O:A} 
= g. N' (A) , 
where g = {IO K:ID} is finite as 10 K , 10 are lattices of the 
same dimension in K. 
Thus N'(A)-l ~ g . N(AOK)-l 
Now consider the sum I*1N'CA)-51 , taken over all integral 
(i)-ideals A for which A~\ is fixed. 
The number of terms in the sum is ~ m , and so 
I*1N'(A)-s1 ~ m . I g5 I . I N(AG\) -5 I 
Now A range over 1 O-ideals. Then' 
I IN'(A)-si ~ m . I gS I . I IN(B)-si 
all A:t:O B 
where the sum on the is taken over 
which are lmages of nonzero (I)-ideals under 
such B is counted once. 
But this sum lS bound by I IN(B)-si 
All B*O 
which converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1 
The result then follows. 
1.5 A generalised Euler Product Relation 
1 (l)K-ideals 
4> , and each 
, l. e. 
by Theoren 4. 
We observe first that the representation of ~K(s) as 
B 
Euler product may be written, using standard expansion 
of (1 - x) -1 for I xl < 1 , as follows : 
~K(s) = n (1 + N(P)-s + N(pr 2s + ... ) 




Of course the representation of ~K(S) as the Euler product 
is intimately tied up with the factorization of (I) -
K 
into prime powers. It is the presence non-prlme power 
primaries in a nonmaximal order which indicates how the 
product formula may generalised. 
First we need a generalisation of Propos ion 11 
Proposition 12 Let m be any pos lve integer, (\) an 
s 
order. Then the number of (I)-ideals with norm m is f e. 
Proof: Let A be an (\)-ideal with N(A) = m . 
Then N(A(\)) ~ g . N(A) = gm ,as 
K 
the proof of Theorem 5. 
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Then Proposition 11, together with the fact that the mapping 
~ sends only finitely many distinct 0-ideals to the same 
ffiK-ideal, established in the proof of Theorem 5, proves the 
resu o 
Theorem 6 The zeta function of an arb rary order ~ 
numberfield K has a representation as a product : 
l;<D(S) = n (1 + N(P)-s + N(Ql)-s + N(Q2)-s + ... ) 
all primes P 
of <D 
where the sum in each local P-factor is taken over all 
primaries Q
i 
longing to the prime P. 
a 
Proof: Let N be any positive integer. By Proposition 12, 
there are finitely many prlmes ••• , P 
r 
wi th norm ~ N . 
For each P = p. , the series (1 + N(P)-s + N(Ql)-s + •.. ) 
]. 
is absolutely convergent, because l;(j)(s) is, for Re(s) > 1 
Multiplying these together for all i, we obtain 
n 
P:N(P).(N 
Then FN(s) is just a sum of all terms N(A)-s ,where A 
runs through all products primaries whose associated 
primes have norm ~ N.. (The norm is multiplicative as 
distinct P. are comaximal.) 
]. , 
So FN(s) = I N(A)-S , taken over all m-ideals whose 
associated primes all have norm ~ N , by Theorem 3, and 
the Remark fo owing it which shows that every product of 









N(A)-s + L N(A)-s , as in Theorem 4. 
A:N(A»N 
I 
= Is([)(s) - L N(A)-si 
< I N(A)-S 
A:N(A»N 
By convergence of we must have L N(A)-S -+ 0 
A:N(A»N 
N -+ 00 , and so we obtain the result. 




maximal order of a numberfield differs from that for nonmaximal 
orders by considering the field K = ~(i) . 
But first we introduce and develop a concept which 
distinguishes the "good" from the "bad" ideals in a nonmaximal 
order, both because we need it for our example, and because 
of its importance in its own right. 
Let ~ be a nonmaximal order, F its conductor in ~K' 
An ideal I of V (resp. VK) 1S called regular (resp. 
regular with respect to ~) if I + F = V (resp. I + F = ~K ). 
If I is regular, then because I ~ I + J and I £ I : J for 
any ideal J ,both I + J and I J will be regular. If 
I , J are regular, then so 1S IJ , and hence also I n J 
For I,J regular implies that there exist a E I , b E J , 
f 1 , f2 E F such that a + f1 = 1 = b + f2 ; then 
1 = (a+f 1 )(b+f2 ) = ab + (af 2+bf 1+f 1f 2 ) E IJ + F 
and so IJ + F = V or VK , depending on whether I,J are 
~- or VK-ideals. 
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We now give the maln theorem on regular ideals, a result 
first proved by Dedekind. Our proof is essentially a modern 
adaptation of the one given in Hancock [2]. 
First we need a lemma, the so-called "Modular Law": 
Lemma 5 If K, L, N are submodules of the R-module M 
and K:::> L ,then K n (L + N) = L + (K n N) • 
Proof: It lS obvious L + (K n N) c K n (L + N) • 
If x E K n (L + N) 
Then z = x - Y E K 
then x = y + z Y E L zEN. 
as x E K and y E L c K 
So z E K n N and hence x E L + (K n N) 
Theorem 7 There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
regular ideals I of ID and regular ideals J of ~K 
under the correspondences 
I ~ lID 
K 
J 1-----+ J n ID 
The correspondences preserve the operations of sum, 
intersection and product. 
In addition, the norms of corresponding ideals In ~ and 
(OK are equal. 
Proof: If I lS a regular ID-ideal, l.e. I +.F = (j) 




If J lS a regular IDK-ideal, l.e. J + F = ~K , then, Slnce 
ID :::> F , we have, by Lemma 5, 
(J n ID) + F = ~ n (J + F) = (J) n ~K = ID , 
so that J n 0 is a regular (I)-ideal. 
We now show the correspondences are lnverse. 
If I lS a regular ID-ideal, we want I = IIDK n ° . 
By Lemma 5 , Slnce 10 :::> I K _ , we have 
Since I is regular, 10K and Fare comaximal, so, by 
Lemma 3, 10K n F = 10K. F Thus 
10K n 0 = I + 10 K. F = I + IF = 1(0 + F) = 1.0 = I . 
If J lS a regular o -ideal, we want 
K 
J = (J n (i))(i)K • 
Clearly (J n O)(J)K ~ J~K ~. J , so we show J c (J n ID)OK . 
For brevity, put I = J no. Since J lS regular, 
I + F = 0 ,so 10 K + F = OK as above, and hence 
( 1 ) 
Now FJ c J and FJ c F c ([) so FJ c J n 0 = I . 
Thus FJ c I ~ 10 K Putting this in (1), we obtain 
To see that the operations are preserved under the 
correspondences, it suffices to check each under just one 
correspondence as we have shown these to be inverse. 
so multiplication lS preserved; 
so addition lS preserved; 
I n J 1----+ (I n J) n (J) = (I n 0) n (J n 0) , so intersection 
lS preserved. 
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It remains to show norm lS preserved. 
Let I be a regular ())-ideal. 
Then I())K + Q) = I())K + I + F = I(Q)K + Q)) + F = I())K + F = Q)K . 
This, together with a Noether isomorphism, gives 
())Kh = (I())K + (/)~ ())/( I())K n ~ ::: = I(/)K I())K ())) I 
So N(I(/)K) = N( I) where N = norm ln ())K N = norm fJ . 0 
We deduce immediately from the theorem that there is, fact, 
a one-to-one correspondence between the regular primes of Q) 
and the regular primes of (J)K 
If P is prime ln (J)K , then clearly P n ()) lS prime ln Q) . 
If P is prlme ln (J) , then PQ)K is prime in Q)K for, if 
not, there exists pI prlme ln (J)K with PQ)K ~ pI with 
p(/)K,PI regular. Then by the theorem, p c pI n (J) , which 
:1= 
is impossible as p is maximal. 
so follows from the theorem the regular Is of 
()) inherit all the good properties ideals in (/)K' 
particular, unique factorization into prime powers, and, as 
a consequence, the that, if P is a regular prime of 
Q) , then all P-primaries are in fact powers of P. 
We conclude this section with the 
Example: In K = (Q(i)., the maximal order (J)K = [l,i] 
The rational primes behave as follows in Q)K 
2 ramifies l.e. 2())K = (1 + i) 2())K ; 
the primes 4n + 1 split e.g. 5Q)K = (1 + 2i)Q)K' (1 - 2i)())K; 
the primes 4n + 3 remain inert, e.g. 3Q)K . 
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Now N(l + i) = 2 , N(l ± 2i) = 5 , N(3) = 9 , so the 
Dedekind zeta function is : 
where p runs through the specified rational primes. 
We now consider how ~K(s) differs from ~~(s) for some 
nonmaximal orders ~ in K 
(i) ~ = [1,2i] has conductor F = [2,2i] . 
All primes of a:lK , except (1 + i)a:lK , are regular. 
The regular primes a(])K correspond to primes a(]) of 
~ and, the preserved and all 
. . , Slnce norm 1S pr1mar1es 
are powers of P, the local P-factors in ~~(s) are 
identical with the local P~K-factors in ~K(s) for 
P regular. The prime (1 + i)~K ' however, corresponds 
to the prime [2,2i] = F in (]). The F-primaries, 
apart from powers of F, are 2a:l, 2iID , [2 + 2i,4i] 
(Norm 4) , (2 + 2i)~, (2 - 2i)(]) (Norm 8) , 
4(]),4i~ , 2[2 + 2i, 4i] (Norm 16) , etc. 
Note that while N(F) = 2, N(F 2 ) = 8 , as the norm 1S 
not always multiplicative in ~. (cf. Proposition 12). 
factor is 
differs from 
(1 + . ..1.. + 3 
28 4 8 
~K(S) in that the first 
+ ~ + __ 3_ + ••• ) • 
8
8 16 8 
(ii) (]) = [1,3i] has conductor F = [3,3i] 
All primes of ~K' except 3~K' are regular. The 
regular inert primes remain principal in ~ as in (i), 
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but the ramified and split pr1mes do not for example 
(1 + 2i)IDK n ID = [1 - 3i, 15i] and 
(1 + i)ID K n ID = [2, 1 + 3i] Of course the I 
factors for these primes are still the same as for 
SK(S) . The prime 3IDK corresponds to the prime 
[3, 3i] = F ,and we have F-primaries which are not 
powers of F as in ( i). So sID(s) differs from 
sK(s) in the local 3-factor, which 1S 
(1 + .1.. + 3 3 3 + ) by the reasoning - + -- + ... same 
3 5 9 5 27 5 81 5 
as in ( i). 
(iii) ID = [1, 4i] has conductor F = [4, 4i] 
Here the irreg~lar pr1me (1 + i)IDK corresponds to 
P = [2, 4i] in ID. F is not prime here, but 
P-primary. The P-primaries, apart from powers of P, 
are :2ID, F , [2 + 4i, 8i] (Norm 4), [8, 4i] , 
[4 + 4i, 8i] (Norm 8) , 410 , 4ilO , [4 + 4i, 16i] 
[ 4 + 8i, 16i] , [ 4 + 12i, 16i] , [ 8 + 4i, ai] (Norm 
etc. , so the local 2-factor in s<O(s) 1S 
(1 1 3 3 7 + ) + + - + - + ... 
25 45 a 5 16 5 
(iv) ID = [1, 5i] has conductor [5, 5i] 
Here (1 + 2i)OK and (1 - 2i)OK are irregular, and 
both correspond to the prime [5, 5i] = F in 10 
So the local 5-factor in S<o(s) is 
(1 1 + _3_ + + - + 
58 25 5 125 5 
3 + •••• ) compared to 
(1 + 1 - + 1 + ••• ) 2 




(v) (J) = [1, 6i] has conductor [6, 6i] . 
Here both (1 + i)(J)K and 3(J)K are irregular, and 
correspond to the primes P2 = [2, 6i] and P 3 = [3,6i] 
in (J), respectively. F is not.even prlmary here, 
The local 2- and 3-factors turn out to be 





85 16 5 
(1 1 4 + 2 3 ) respectively. + - + + -- + , 
3
5 95 27
5 81 5 
The other factors are, of course, the same as ln sK(s). 
1.6 The Zeta function of an artinian injective module 
We conclude this Chapter by discussing in outline a novel 
approach to the zeta function suggested by Dr K R Hughes. 
We shall relate this to our zeta function of a nonmaximal 
order, s~(s), in order to justify our particular choice of 
s (s) (See §1.3). 
~ 
The theory required for this discussion is quite substantial, 
so we shall merely state the main results and supply 
references for the proofs. 
Let R be a ring, M an R-module. 
M is said to be injecti0~if the following diagram of 
R-modulesand R-homomorphisms fills : 
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An R-module N lS an essential extension of M if MeN 
and for every nonzero submodule T of N 
Proposition 13: Every R-module M has an essential 
injective extension N which is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof: See Sharpe and Vamos [1]. 
We call N (in Proposition 1) the injective envelope of M, 
and write N = E(M) . 
An R-module M lS indecomposable if its only direct summands 
are 0 and M. 
Proposition 14: Every injective module over a noetherian 
ring has a decomposition as a direct sum of indecomposable 
injective submodules. 
Proof: Se e Ma tl is [ 1] . 
Theorem 8: Let R be a noetherian rlng .. Then there is a 
1-1 correspondence between the prime ideals of R and the 
indecomposable inj ective R-modules given by P +-+ E (R/p) 
where P lS a prime ideal of R. 
Proof: See Matlis [1]. 
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Let R be any ring, E an R-module, I an ideal of R, 
M a submodule of E • 




( I) ~n , is the 
submodule of E given by {x E E: xl = o } . 
The annihiZatop of M in R , written AnnR(M) is the ideal 
R given {x E R: xM = o } 
We say I (respo M) is aZosed if Ann (Ann I) = I (resp. 
Ann (Ann M) = M ). 
An injective R-module E 1S called an injeative aogenerator 
of R if, for every R-module A, and every nonzero a E A , 
there is an R-homomorphism ~: A '+ E such that ~(a) * 0 0 
Proposition 15: Let R be a ring, E an injective 
cogenerator of R. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence 
between the ideals I of R and the aZosed submodules M 
of E given by I 1----10 0: E I , 
Proof: . See Sharpe and Vamos [11. 
Recall that a nonzero R-module is simple if its only proper 
submodule is o . 
be a family of representatives of the simple 
.' , 
R-modules. Then E( ~E(S,)) is an injective cogenerator 
iEI J. 
of R (Sharpe and Vamos [11, 
Now the simple modules of R 
of R, and E(ED A.) = ~E(A,) 
J. J. 
§ 2 04) . 
are R/M , M a maximal ideal 
R is noetherian (Sharpe 
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and Vamos [1], §4.1), so if we assume also that R has 
Krull dimension 1 , then it follows that is an 
injective cogenerator of R. 
An injeative pesoZution of an R-module M' is an exact sequence 
where each Ii injective 
A minimaZ injective resolution of M is constructed by 
putting 1° = E(M) , II = E(1~M) , 12 = E ( I YIm ( 1 0 ) ) etc. , 
and this is unique up to isomorphism. (Roberts [1] §1.2). 
The injeative dimension of M (over R) , written inj.dim.RM , 
< • 
is equal to sup'{i: 1~ * O} 
A noetherian ring R is Cohen-MaaauZay every maximal ideal 
contains a regular element. 
R is Gopenstein if it is Cohen-Macaulay and inj.dimoRR < 00 0 
Proposition 16: A noetherian ring R is Gorentein and 
only if the following holds : 
If ...... is a minimal injective 
resolution of R, then I j = ffi E(R~) ,the sum being 
P: ht P=j 
taken over all primes of R of height J • 
Proof: See Bass [1]. 
Now let R be a Gorenstein domain of dimension 1 , and let 
Q be its quotient field. 
Since R is a domain, E(R) = Q , and since dim R = 1 , 
inj.dim. R = 1 also (Bass [1] §1). 
So a minimal injective resolution for R lS 
o ~ R ~ Q ~ E(Q~) ~ 0 , 
and thus . Q"-,l.e. /'K lS injective. 
Moreover, since all primes of R have height 1 (R has 
dimension 1 and is a domain), we have, by Propos ion 16 
ED E(R/p ) 
all P 
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By our earl remarks SIR is thus an injective cogenerator 
of R , so by Proposition 15 we may deduce 
Proposition 17: If R is a Gorenstein domain of Krull 
dimension 1 and Q is its quotient field, then there is 
a 1-1 correspondence between the ideals of R and the 
closed submodules of gyR 
Theorem 9: Let R be a complete local ring with maximal 
ideal M , and put E = E(R~) Then there is a 1-1 
correspondence between the ideals of R and the submodules 
of E. 
Proof: See Sharpe and Vamos [1]. 
Now let R be a noetherian "ring, P a prlme ideal of R. 
Let A denote the completion of R the P-adic topology. 
(Ideal-adic completions are discussed in detail in §2.2). 
Then there are obvious 1-1 correspondences between the 
ideals ~ .... and those of 
and the P-primary ideals of 
R(p) , and between the latter 
R. We so know 
R '" . 
2:! E( p /PR p "') , so, by Theorem 9, we have 
Proposition 18: Let R be noetherian, P a prlme ideal 
of R. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between the 
submodules of E(R/jp) and the P-primary ideals of R. 
A module is artinian if every descending chain s 
submodules stabil s. 
Let R be a Gorenstein domain dimension 1 . 
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We define the zeta function of an artinian injective module 
E over R as follows : 




M of E 
sEa: 
Since E is artinian it a finite direct sum of 
indecomposable injective R-modules (Matlis [1] §4), so it 
suffices to observe that Z (s) lS well-defined when E is 
E 
an indecomposable injective. 
We now show how this zeta function re s to our s (s) • 
<D 
First we observe that a nonmaximal order m of a numberfield 
is Gorenstein because it satisfies criterion in Bass [1] 
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that all its localizations be subrings of discrete valuation 
r1ngs. 
Let P be a prime of !D. Then by Proposition 18, 
there a 1-1 correspondence between the P-primary ideals 
Q of !D and the submodules of E = E(!D/P) 
Moreover, ~ve show that Norm ,Q :: #1 (j)/QI = #10: EQI , and 
it suffices to show the relation for Q = P , for we can then 
use a Jordan-Holder argument to prove it for a general 
P-primary ideal Q. 
Now clearly [)/p cO: EP. But 0: E P may be regarded as a 
vector 
O· P • E 
Nmv 8 
as E 
over a field (f)/p ,and (j)/p is a subspace of 
Thus 0: E P :: !D/p ED 8 ,lrJhere 8 1S an (j)/p -module 
is also an ID-module, and (j)/p n 8:: 0 
is indecomposable. 80 in fact [)/P :: 
, so 8 = 0 
Thus ~E(s) is prec ely the local P-factor, I:; ((),p(s) , of 
I:;({)(s) 
By Proposition 17 there is a 1-1 correspondence between the 
ideals I of II) and the closed submodules of ~/[) 
We also deduce that Norm I = #1 [)lrl = #10: if'I II ,using the 
l!./{) 
normal decomposition of ideals in ~,the above result for 
primary ideals, and fact that = 
80 turns out to be the same as 
The Euler Product relation 
ED 
all p 




The relationsh we have exhibited between ~E(s) and sIDes) 
depends on having all P-primaries occurring in the local 
P-factorof sm(s) , which would not be the case if we had 
chosen the alternative definition for ~~(s) . (See §1.3). 
CHAPTER TWO 
-THE UNITS OF A NONMAXIMAL ORDER 
In this Chapter we discuss the extension of some well-known 
results concerning the units of the maximal order of a 
numberfield .K (usually just called the units of K) to 
an arpitrary order. We shall consider the classical 
Dirichlet Unit Theorem on the structure of the group of 
units, as well as the Class Group and Class Number, of 
arbitrary orders. 
Before proceeding to discuss these topics per se, we need 
to develop some machinery, viz. the theory of ideles, 
as well as ideal-adic completions of semi-local rings. 
2.1 The ideles of an algebraic numberfield 
Let K be a numberfield of degree n. 
By the signature of K we mean the ordered pair (rl,r2)' 
where rl is the number of real embeddings, and r2 is the 
number of non-conjugate complex embeddings, of K in s 
algebraic closure ~. 
From Galois theory we know that n = r 1 + 2r2 • 
To each of these embeddings (j of 1< we associate a 
valuation on K as follows 
if (j ~s real 
Ixl (j (j is complex. 
Now the non-archimedean valuations of 1< all come from 
prime ideals of ~K' called the finite primes of K; and 
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corresponding to the r 1 + r 2 archimedean valuations 
defined above, we introduce r 1 + r 2 infinite primes of K. 
For any prime P of K, finite or infinite, 1 K .... p 
denote the completion of K in the P-adic topology (i.e. 
the metric topology induced by the valuation I I p) , and 
for P finite let o .... (resp. p .... ) p denote the closure of 
~K (resp. P ) in Kp .... o (Observe that for P an infinite 
prime, Kp .... is just m or ~,depending on whether P 
is real or complex). 
It is clear that (J .... and p P'" are complete, as they are 
closed subspaces of the complete metric space Kp .... o 
. Proposition 1 10 .... p and· P'" are open ln K ... p 
Proof: (adapted from Goldstein [1]) : 
We show first that 
and 
10 .... :'{x E K .... 
p p 
P'" :' {x E K'" p 
I xl p <; 1} 
I xl p < 1} 
from which it follows immediately that P'" is open. 
We know from the elementary theory of valuations that 
0
K
(p) :' {x E K 
and PIOK(p):' {x € K 
(We denote the P-adic valuations on K and Kp'" both by 
I Ip , as the former ext~nds uniquely to the latter.) 
It is clear that illp .... £' {x E Kp .... : Ixlp <; 1} , for 
VK £' {x E Kp .... : lxl p <; 1} and the latter set is 
obviously closed. 
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For the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that if 
x E K A, Ix I ~ 1 ,and 0 < 8 < 1 is given, we can find 
p p 
z E ~ such that Ix-zl < 8. 
K P 
Now K is dense in K A , so 
P 
3 Y E K such that I x-y I < E:. 
P 
Then Iy\ = Ix - (x-y)1 ~ max (lxi, lx-yl )"" 1 0 p p p p 
By the Strong Approximation Theorem, 3 z E K such that 
I y-zl < 8 , and Izl ~ 1 for primes Q * P n p Q 
But then I zl = Iy - (y-z) I "" max (I yl p' 
I y-z I ) "" 1 , so p p p 
lzl "" 1 all primes Q , and hence z E (f) Q K 
More'over, I x-z I "" max ( I x-y I p' I y-z I ) < E: , as required. p p 
The statement for pA is proved similarly. 
To see that ~ A 
p 
open, we merely have to observe that 
we can write (f) A = {x E K A : Ixl < p} 
p P P 
(p = Norm P) 
because lip is a discrete valuation, even when extended 
to K A • 
P 
Remarks: It follows immediately from the proof of the 
Proposition that (f) A P 
completion of (f)K(P) 
(resp. p .... ) may be regarded as 





discrete valuation ring, it also follows that all s ideals 
are powers p .... and these are all open. 
Now put (K A)* = P { units 
K A} 
P 
(~ A)* = Up ='{units of (!) A} p P 
ideles of the numberfield K , wr enJTK ' are 
defined as follows : 
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= {(ip) E n 
all primes 
p of K 
(K "')* 
p 




a group structure by defining multiplication 
coordinate-wise: (ij)p = ip 0 j p , 
and endow with the topology which has, as basic open 
neighbourhoods of 1 , sets of the form 
Op = Up 
no 
all primes p 
p of K 
for all but 
o 
p 
open in (Kp"')* 
finitely many P . 
for all P, 
(It is clear that Up is, 1n fact, open in (K "')* because p 
(1)p 
,.. open in K ... p as we have seen. ) 
We may regard K* as a subgroup of ~K by identifying 
with its embedding along the diagonal in ill ,for if 
K 
x E K* 
then x E Up for all but finitely many P (by the Product 
Formula), so (x,x, ..• ) E I 
K 
We may so define the additive analogue of J K 
the ring 
of adeZes .IA by considering Kp ... and Q)p 
... instead of 
K 
, 
just their multiplicative subgroups. 
We now prove some fundamental results concerning the ideles. 
Proposition 2 compact and open 1n (KpA)* • 
Proof (Goldstein [1]): We have seen that Up 1S open, 
and to show it 
() ... 
p 




, it suffices to show 
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Now a metric space is compact if it is complete and totally 
bounded, L,e. it can be cov'ered by a finite number of sets 
having arbitrarily small diameter E < 0 0 We know 
is complete, so it remains to show it is totally boundedo 
It is clear that diameter (P~)s ::: p-s , so if we can show 
() ~ 
p~P~)s is finite, then by choosing s so that p-s < E , 
() ~ 
p will be covered by the cosets of (PA)S 1n $pA 0 
(j) 
We know K/ps is finite (§103), and so remains to 
() () ~ 
K/pS ~ P /(PA)S ,which follows from the observe that 
Chinese Remainder Theoremo . D 
Proposition 3 K* is discrete 1n ~K 
Proof (adapted from Goldstein [1J) To show K* is 
discrete it suffices to show that 1 is an isolated point 
of K* , i.e. that there exists a neighbourhood of 1 1n 
illK which contains no other point from K* . 
Now put N( E) ::: n Up x IT OE , where 0 < E < p 
P finite p infinite 
and each OE p is a disc around 1 1n Kp 
A (::: JR or a:; ) 
with radius E 0 
Then x E K* n N(E) implies x E K* and x E Up for all 
finite p , and x E' OE for all infinite p. 
This means x E K* n Up for finite 
p 0 
p , so x E U • 
K 
(This is proved in detail later, in Proposition (a»o By 




Definition: Given x = (xp ) E 
II xII = n Ix I 
, we define the vaZume 
p p 
all primes 
of x as 
p 
(This is well-defined as IXpip = 1 for all but finitely 
many P by definition of MK .) 
Now set JP = {x E MK : K II xII = p} , referred to as the ideZes 
af vaZume P , for any P > a 0 
It is clear that K* c: JTl - K from the Product Formula 0 
The next result requires the Density Lemma of Artin and 
Whaples. The proof of this Lemma is very lengthy and 
technical, so we shall state without proof. (See Lang [2], 
for example, for a proofo) 
Definition: Given 1 E i1TK ,put (i) =' {(bp ) EiAK : 
lbplp < liplp for all P}, called the paraZZeZatape af 
size 1. Then set M( i) = # IK n :IT (i) I (whether finite 
or not), where the intersection is taken in lAK ' obviously. 
Density Lemma: Let K be a numberfield. Then ther exist 
positive constants C,D depending only on K so that, for 
all i E Jr K ' we have 
Coli ill < M(i) < max (l,D.nill) 0 
Proposition 4: 
;IT 1 / 
K K* 1S compact. 
Proof (Lang [2] ) Let 




is defined on 
be the map a ~ lIali 0 
ill 
K/K* , and the kernel 
of this map lS clearly 
p > 0 ,let cP = 1jJ-l" (p) • 
1 ' C For any real number 
Then cP lS topologically isomorphic to C1 0 
In fact, putting with 
for P infinite 
for P fin e, 
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It therefore suffices to show that cP lS compact for some 
P > 0 • 
Now let F = 2/C ,where C lS the constant in the Dens 
L Th f l· E rrP F h . emma 0 en or w
K 
' P > ,we ave, by the Denslty 
Lemma , 
M ( i) > II ill • C > F. C = 2 • 
Thus I(i) n K contains a nonzero point, l.e. 3 et~lE K* 
such that 1 et- t'r p ~ I I p for all P. 
This implies that let Ip ~ 1 for all P, and also that 
letipl p = 
For P finite I I p 
II a ill 
11 lai I 
Q*P Q Q 
~ P 
I 
:: P for all 
is a discrete valuation, so 
P 0 
mu be a power of NP:: p. So either laiplp:: 1 or 
In the er case we have NP:: p ~ p , 
and from Proposition 11 (Chapter 1) we see that only a 
number of P can satisfy this inequality. 
Thus there exists a finite set of primes S such that 
1 ~ I aip I p ~ p 




Let xP the subset of ~K defined by these cond lons. 
Then xP = n Ap x IT Up ,where ~ is an annulus in (Kp '" ) *. 
PES p(s . 
Each factor of xP compact, and so xP is compact. 
(Since the idelic topology on xP lS the same as the 
topology induced on it by the product topology on 
n 
all 
(K A)* • ) 
P P 
Now the image of the compact xP 
.. JJ 
JJ -~ YK* is a compact subset of 
under the continuous map 
;n-
~K* containing cP 
K 
Since cP is clo , it must be compact, as required. 
2Q2 Ideal-adic completions of semi-local rings 
In this section we shall prove only those results in the 
theory which we require for our purpose. The material is 
taken essentially from Nagata [1] (unless otherwise 
indicated), and any deta s omitted may be found there. 
Let I be an ideal of a ring R, M an R-moduleo 
We define a topology on M, called the I-adia topology on 
M , by taking as basic open neighbourhoods of 0 the sets 
By regarding R as a module over self we obtain the 
I-adic topology on R. 
Definition: A rlng R lS said to semi-loaal if is 
noether and has only a finite number of maximal ideals, 
o 
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The Jaaobson padiaal of R the intersection of the 
maximal ideals of R. 
The natupal topology on a semi-local ring R is the 
Jacobson radical-adic topology. It is easily shown that the 
natural topology on R is, in fact, given by a metric, and 
hence R has a unique (up to isomorphism) completion R* 
in the natural topologYa 
Before proceeding further, we mention briefly the ppinaiple 
of idealization of a module: Let M be an R-module, and 
put R' = R $ M , a direct sum of R-modules. 
Define a multiplication on R' by 
(r+m)(r'+m') = rr' + rm' + r'm • 
Then R' becomes a ring containing Rand M, in which 
M is an ideal and MZ = o. The submodules of Mare 
precisely the ideals of R' contained in M, and the 
structure of M as an R-module is substantially the same 
as that of M as an R t -module because R 'I M = Rand 
M2 = 0 • 
Nakayama's Lemma Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R 
contained in all maximal ideals of R, M a finite R-module. 
Then 1M = M impliesM = a a 
Proof (Lang [1]): Suppose M is generated by ml' 000, mr 
Then 
Hence 
0 •• + a m r r , a i E I , by assumption. 
+ a m r r 
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Now 1 - al is a unit of R for, if not, it would be 
contained in some maximal ideal P and since al E P we 
would get the contradiction 1 E P . 
Thus M can be generated by n - 1 elements. Proceeding 
inductively, we obtain the result. o 
Lemma 1 (Artin-Rees) Let M be a finite module over a 
noetherian ring R, N a submodule of M, I an ideal of 
R. Then there exists a positive integer r such that 
In M n N = In - r ( I r M n N ) , for al n > r . 
Proof: Using the principle of idealization and the fact 
that R $ M becomes a noetherian rlng (Hilbert Basis 
Theorem) , we may assume that M,N are ideals of R • 
Let al , ... , as be a basis for I , and xl' ... ., Xs be 
indeterminates. Let Sn be the set of all homogeneous 
polynomials f(Xi) of degree n in the Xi so that 
f(al,···,as) E rnM n N . 
Let S :; U Sn and let I be the ideal of R[xl' . . . , xsJ 
n 
generated by S . Since R[xl' . . . ., xsJ is noetherian by 
the Hilbert is Theorem, I is generated by a finite 
number of elements f 1 , . . . ., f t ln S . 
Put d i = deg f. , r = max {di } . J.. 
For n > r , let a E rnM n N . 
Since a E In :::J f E Sn , .... such that f(al' . . . ., a ) = a . s 
Since f E S , f = I f , gi E R[x 1 , . . . ~ x ] i n 
Compa~ing degrees, we see that gi must be homogeneous 
of deg~ee n - d. • 
1. 
Thus we have 
a = f(al, '" . . , a ) = L gi (aI, s 
E L n-d' I 1. 




inclusion is obvious, giving the result. 
a ) 
S 
f. (al , 
1. 
. . . , 
n N) 
. 
Corollary: Let I be an ideal of a noetherian ring R, 
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M a finite R-module. Put N = n InM 
n=O 
Proof: By Lemma 1 3 r > 0 such that 
Then IN = N . 
for n > r 
Then N = n (N n InM) = n In-r(IrM n N) c In-rN and 
n>r n>r 
clearly In-rN c IN eN, so we have IN = N , as required. 
Lemma 2: I be an ideal of a noetherian ring R, 
M an R-module, N a submodule of M. Then the I-adic 
topology on N coincides with the topology induced on N 
by the r-adic topology on M. 
Proof: 
Lemma 1 implies that 
rnM n N = rn-rCrr M n N) c rn-r N for n > some r. 








Lemma 3 : Let r be an ideal of a rlng R , M an 
R-module with the r-adic topology, N a submodule of M . 
co 
. rnM) Then closure of N , N , lS n (N + . 
n=O 
Proof: Since each N + rnM is open, it is so closed. 
Hence N c: N + rnM for all n , and so N c: n eN + rnM) . 
n 
Conversely, let x c n(N + rnM) '- . 
n 
Then x = b + a , b E N , a E rnM for all n . n n n n 
So x + rnM meets N for all n . Since the sets x + rnM 
form a basis for the neighbourhoods of x, it follows that 
x must be in N, proving the result. 
Lemma 4: An ideal J in a semi-local ring (with the 
natural topology) is closed. 
Proof: Let m be the Jacobson radical of R. 
Putting N = n mn we see tha~ IN = N by the Corollary 
n=O 
to Lemma 1. Using Nakayama's Lemma we deduce that 
nmn = N = 0 • 
By. Lemma 3, 
= J because 
So J closed as asserted. 
Proposition 5: J be an ideal of a semi-local ring 
R with the natural topology, R* the completion of R. 




Proof: first assertion follows immediately from 
Lemma 2. Now J is clos in R (by Lemma 4), and JR* 
is its closure ln R* ,so we must have JR* n R = J as 
required. o 
We are now a position to examine the maln substance of 
this Chapter. 
2.3 The Unit Theorem 
The original classical geometric proof of the Unit Theorem 
is based on the Minkowski theory of latt s and is valid 
for all orders, as no distinction was drawn in the nineteenth 
century between maximal and nonmaximal orders. (See, for 
example, the proof in Borevich and Shafarevich [1]). 
In his famous paper· liOn rings of Valuation Vectors" of 
1951, Iwasawa produced an elegant proof the result us 
topological methods, but this applied to maximal orders only. 
We here attempt to generalize the version of Iwasawa's proof 
glven in Goldstein [1] to cover nonmaximal orders. 
Let ~ any order of a numberfield K, P a prime of 
~K , and put p = P n ~ Clearly p is a prime of ~ , 
for a,b E ~ , ab E p = P n Q) , then a E P or b E P , 
so a E p or b E P . As usual, tDK(P) and tD(P) denote 
the isations of tDK at P and ~ at p , respectively. ' 
We shall use the following definitions and notation ln the 
sequel : 
Un> = units of (IJ 
WQ) = roots of unity of (IJ 
(IJP = closure of (IJ(P) ln ([)p 
~ 
{Units of 
(IJP , for P finite 
Vp = 
{x E (Kp ")* IXl p = 1} , for P infinite. 
Jroo 
Q) = n Vp x n (K ")* p 
P finite P infinite 
JT =. {(X- ) E n 00,1 .p 
P infinite 
(K ")* p n I xp I p = 1} 
p infinite 
. A crucial part will be played by two subgroups of 
which we define as follows : 





The proof of the Theorem depends essentially on the following 
three Propos lons 
( a ) G n K* = Un> 
(b) G is open in 
(c) Go is compact. 
Jfl 
K 
When ([) lS maximal (a), (b) ,(c) follow easily, but for 
m nonmaximal their proof requires some argument. 
Each result is proved by a series of lemmas and propositions, 
many of which we have already discussed in the preceding 
two sections. 
Proposition 6: Q)P n K = Q) ( p ) 
Proof: clearly suffices to show Q)P n K C Q)(p)' 
Let a~b E Q)P n K, a,b EO. 
Then a E b(f)P n (f)(p) . 
Now we can let R = (f)(p) , R* = (f)P and I = bl()(p) 
apply Proposition 5 to obtain b([JP n (j)(p) = bl()(p) 
Thus a E b(f)(p) ,so a/b E (j)(p) as required. 
Corollary: 
Proof: It 
v n K* = 
P 




If x E Vp n K* , then x E (j)P n K = Q)(p) by Proposition 6. 
Now x E Vp n K* means x is a unit of both (Jl and K 
both of which are embedded ln Kp~' So the inverse of x 
ln and K must be the same thing - say y • 
Then xy = 1 and y E Q)P n K = O:>(p) , so x is a unit of 
O:>(p) . 
Lemma 5: For any ring R n R* = R * 
, all maximal{m) 
ideals m 
Proof: Clearly R* c n R* 
- (m) 
, 
If r / sEn R tm) , r, s € R , then 
so r ~ m, s« m for all m. 
r /8 E R* 
(m) 
for all m , 
Then r,s must be un s of R, otherwise, for example, 
sR em, and .hence s Em. This shows r/s is a un of 




Before prov1ng (a), we need to observe that every pr1me p 





, although it may not be prime, is 
contained in some prime P of m
K
, and clearly pcP n m , 
a pr1me of m. By the dimension one condition, we must 
have p = P n m • 
We can now prove 
Proposition (a): G n K* = U([) • 
Proof: It is obvious that U<o c G n K* . 
So let (x,x, ... ) E G n K* (x E K*) . 
Then x E V p n K* for all finite P . 
So G n K* c n (y p n K*) 
finite prl.mes 
p of <OK 
= n m* 
all pr imes( p ) 
p of Q) 
(by the Corollary to Proposition 6 
and the observation following 
Lemma 5) 
= (by Lemma 5) o 
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In order to prove (b), it suffices to show that JT(!) 1S open 
1n JT K • By definition of the topology on illK , we must 
therefore show that 
(i) Vp is open for all P 
(ii) Vp = Up for almost all (i.e. all but finitely many) 
P . 
We shall 1n fact show that (ii) holds for P regular. 
Lemma 6: Let A be a domain, At its integral closure, 
F the conductor of A In At , S a mUltiplicative set in 
A. Then we have the following : 
(i) A (S) lS the integral closure of A( S) , and hence 
A( S) lS integrally closed A lS. 
(ii) A (S) is integrally closed if F n S ::1= ~ 
(iii) If AI is a finite A-module, then the conductor of 
A( S) In A,S) is FA(S) 0 
Proof (Zariski and Samuel [1]) We show first that A(S) 
is integrally closed. 




+ ••• + aO = 0 , 
b! € At, S. € S 
1 1 
common multiple of the s. , we see that 
1 
b. E At , s € S . 
1 
s is a 
b. 
a. = 1/ s , 
1 
Multiplying the equation by sn we see that sx is 
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integral over At, whence sx = z € At. Then x = z~ € A,S) 
as required. Now A,S) is easily shown to be integral over 
A (S) • 
For if r/s € A(S) , r € At , s € S ,then r is integral 
over A, so 
Dividing this equation by 
over A (S) , thus proving 
If F n S :{: ~ , 3 s € F n 
At 1 A (S) . c -A c - s 
(i) . 
S , 
+ a o = 0 , 
we see that 
€ A • 
is integral 
so sA' c A and hence 
• 
Thus A{S) ~ A{S) , so A(S) = A{S) and must be 
integrally closed by (i). This proves ( 
If f E F , then fA' c A , so fA(S) c A (S) . This shows 
FA(S) is contained in the condutor of A (S) in A{S) 
Now dis be in this conductor, d E A , s E S . 
Then dA , s (S) ~ A(S) , and so 
dA' s.dA, dA, ~ sACS) ~ A(S) = ~ s's (S) . s 
Let A' be generated by xl' ... , x over A . Then n 
dx. = 
y i,,{ 
y. E A s. E S for all l Let s' be a s. , , . 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
y! / 
common multiple of the s. Then dx. = ~ I y! E A s , 
~ ~ ~ 
s E S , so dA' ciA . -ST ds I 
ds' E F % y E FA(S) Thus , and '- ss' as required for 
(iii). 
Proposition 7 : Let P be a prime of (9 and p = P n K 
Put S = (j) - p ( = (j) - P) and S' = (j)K - P 
Then (\)K(S) = (i)K(SI) . 
Proof: (\)K(SI) and 
We show first that 
(j) 
K(P) 
obviously mean the same thing. 
(\) 
K(S) is a discrete valuation ring. 
We recall that a local Dedekind domain is a discrete 
valuation ring. (See Cassels & Frolich [1], for example). 
(j) is obviously local, and it K{S) 
integrally closed by 
Lemma 6(ii). That it noetherian and of Krull dimension 
one follows from the fact that the mapping I~ I n R of 
ideals of the local ring R 
( S ) 
to ideals of R is one-to-





Now clearly (l) c (l) 
K(S) - K(S') 
Suppose they are not equal. 
Using the well-known correspondence between· {discrete 
valuation rings of K} and· {primes of 'm
K
} ,we see that 
there exists a prime PI * P such that mK(S) = mK(PI) . 
Then the valuations I 1PI and I I pare, inequivalent. 
This means 3 a * 0 ln K such that la i pi > 1 and 
I al P < 1 . 
Now 1 a/ P < 1 =* 1 a- 1 I P < 1 
while lal p < 1 =* a E P(l)K(P) 
of (1)K(P) =* a-I (£ ([)K(P) 
=* a- 1 E Q)K (P) , 
<<,:: ID K (}?) , ) =* a is a non-unit 
This contradicts IDK(PI) = IDK(S) C IDK(S') = (j)K(P) , so the 
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assertion is proved. o 
We can now prove, using the notation of Proposition 7, 
Proposition (b): G is open in Jrl 
K 
Proof: If P is a regular prime of (j)K ,then p is a 
regular prlme of Q) by Theorem 7, Chapter 1. 
Then F n S * ~ , so by Lemma 6(ii) ID(p) 1S integrally 
closed. 
But Lemma 6(i) impl that 
of m(p) , so we must have 
IDK(S) is the integral closure 
(j)K(S) = tD(p) 
Then by Proposition 7. 
It follows immediately that Vp = Up for 
as claimed. 
1 regular P, 
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To show that Vp is open ~n (Kp~)* for all P, it 
suffices to show that is open 1n K ~ p for all P . 
For this, it is enough to show that ~p contains an ?pen 
set, as it is a topological r1ng. We show, in fact, that 
mP contains some power of P~ , open by Proposition 1. 
For brevity, we write PL for P~K(P)' 
By Lemma 6(iii), the conductor of ro(p) ~n IDK(p) , its 
integral closure, FID(p) • 
Now F (J) (p) is an ~K(p)-ideal, hence it is a power of PL ' 
say , since is a discrete valuation ring. 
Thus Pr c: 11\ L \1/ (p) • 
We recall (Remarks following Proposition 1) that pA may be 
regarded as the completion of either P or P
L 
in IDpA . 
We therefore have 
(pA)r = (P A)r = 
L 
II\P • c: \1/ ,Slnce 
We have thus proved the result. 
Finally, we prove 
Proposition (c): Go 1S compact. 
Proof: For I P, Vp is open (Proposition (b», hence 
closed, and it 1S contained in the compact Up (Proposition 
2), so is itself compact. 
o 
Then by Tychonoff's Theorem, Tl Vp 
all p 
is compact in Tl (K A)* 
all P p 
with the product topology. But it is easily seen that the 
topology induced on TI V p by the product topology on 
all p 
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It thus follows that 1S a compact subspace of Jf 
K 
Having proved Proposition (a), (b) and (c) we are now in a 
pos ion to prove the main result. 
Theorem 1 <Dirichlet Unit Theorem) Let ill be any order 
in a' numberf 
s = rl + r2' Then the following hold : 
(i) Wo is a finite group. 
(ii) Vo :::: 
UO/. free lian group of rank s -W4) a 
(iii) Uo = Wo ED V 4) 
Proof (adapted from Goldstein [1]): Assuming (i) and (ii) 
we can deduce that Uo is finitely generated. 
Since WID 1S clearly the torsion subgroup of Uo ' (iii) 
then follows by the Fundamental Theorem on finitely 
generated abelian groups. 
It thus remains to prove (i) and (ii). 
1 
o 
By Proposition (a) , Uo = G n K* , and from this it follows 
easily that WID 
By Propos ion 
Propos ion 3 
= GO n K*' Thus 
(c) , Go is compact 








discrete and compact, and hence finite. 
This proves (i). 
n K*) Ie Go n K* ) . 
, and by 
Go n K* is both 
Now G n K* lS also discrete, and Go n K* lS finite, 'so 
(G n K*VcGo n K*) is discrete. 
By a Noether isomorphism we have 
so Go(G n K*) /" /Go is discrete 
Now consider the continuous homomorphism 
.]"1 
JJ1~ K/K* • 
K 
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By Proposition (b) G 
hence its image GK~K* 
J1 
closed. Since ~~* 
is open In M' K so it is closed, and 
under this homomorphism is also 
is compact by Proposition 4, it follows 
that GKj/K* is also compact. 
Next consider the continuous homomorphism GK7K*~ GKJVGoK * 
GK7K*. is compact, so it s image GK*/ G oK* is also compact. 
By applying Noether isomorphisms, we then have 
GK~oK* = GGoK*/GoK* ~ G/(G n GoK*) 
= 
= 
G/cGGo n GoK*) 
G/Go(G n K*) 
(G/G*o (G n K*)/GJ 
so the last quotient is compact. 
We have thus seen that Go(G n K*~Go lS a discrete subgroup 
of G/Go , whose quotient by this subgroup lS compact. 
Let Sco be the set of infinite prlmes of K , and let 
S' = Sco - {po} , where Po lS some fixed infinite prime. co 
D f · f·. G ~ JRS-l e lne a map by 
(x ) ---+ (log I x I ) PES' 
p p p 00 
Kerf obviously has V at all finite coordinates P (f does 
p 
not depend on these), as well as at those P In S' 
00 






PES' then Ix I - 1 by definition of G. 
00 Po Po -
So Ker f = GO . 
It is obvious that f is onto, and hence o/G o 
~ JR s-1 . 
Go(G n K*~ 
So we have shown that Go , which lS isomorphic to 
VID ' is a discrete subgroup of JR
s
- 1 , whose quotient by this 
subgroup is compact. 
The result then follows from 
Lemma 8: Let H 
Rm/
H is compact. 
be a discrete subgroup of JRm so that 
Then H is free abelian of rank m. 
Proof (Goldstein [1]): Let E be the JR-vector space 
generated by H • Then we have the exact sequence of 
m m 
R/H + R/E + 0 continuous maps 
Rm/
E Hence / is compact and an JR.-vector space, and so must 
be .0 , l.e. E = JRm . Thus H generates the whole of Rm 
Let {Xl' ... , x } c H be a basis for JRm , and let HI m 
the .free Z-module generated by the x 
i 
Then HI cH and the group H/HI lS a closed subgroup of 
be 
the compact group 
Rm./ 
./ H , and hence compact. But it lS also 
discrete (because His) , and so H/HI lS finite. 
Since HI and H/HI are both finitely generated, we must 
have H finitely generated. But H is also torsion free 
(i t is a subgroup of the torsi on free JRm), so it must be 
free. 
Suppose H lS free abelian of rank r. Since E spans 
F m we have r ~ m . 
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Assume r > m. Let· {el' ... , e r } be a set of free 
~-generators of H and let there be an ~-linear dependence 
relation of the form 
e 1 = 
r 
L a.e. 
i=2 1. 1. 
a. E ~ • 
1. 
Let £ > 0 be glven. Then there exists an integer N such 
that the Na i are all within £ of an integer. 
Then Nel is the sum of a ~-linear combination of 
e2, ... , e r and an ~-linear combination of the same with 
coefficients ~ £ 1n absolute value. By choosing £ 
sufficiently small we can ensure that the latter combination 
is zero, so that 
r 
L M.e. 
i=2 1. 1. 
M. E ~ 
1. 
This contradicts the choice of the e. as a free ~-basis, 
1. 
hence r = m as required. 
204 The Divisor Class Group and Class Number 
Let ffi be any order in a numberfield K. 
A fractional ideal A of ~ Cdefined in Section 1.4) is 
said to be invertibZe if there exists a fractional ideal B 
of ~ such that AB = ffi . 
D 
All nonzero ideals of the maximal order ~K are invertible, 
so the set I*CffiK) of all nonzero Cfractional) ideals of ffiK 
forms a multiplicative group. 
The nonzero principal ideals pcroK) form a subgroup of ICID K). 
The Cdivisor) cZass group of K 1S then defined to be 
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It a fundamental result of number theory that the order of 
Cl(~K) , denoted by' h , is finite. (For example, see 
Borevich & Shafarevich [1]). 
In this section we generalize the notion of the divisor class 
group to an arbitrary order, and relate the usual class 
number to the class number for a nonmaximal order. 
Our discussion is largely a modification of the treatment of 
the function field case given ln Hayes [1]. 
We use the following notation 
I(~) = the monoid of fractional ideals of ~. 
I*(W) = the group of invertible ideals of m 
p(m) (c I*(m)) = the group of nonzero principal ideals of m. 
K(m) = {I E HQl) Iq) = m } 
K K 
K*(ID) = the invertible ideals of K(ID) • 
The cZass group of ~ defined as follows 
I*«())y 
Cl(~) = p(~) 
We denote #[ CI(ID) I by h«())) , and call this the cZass 
number of ID. 
We also let Mf(ID) (respectively Mf(m
K
)) denote the 
monoid of regular ideals of m (respectively II) ), and 
K 
recall that there is a 1-1 correspondence between . MF(O) 
and MF(IO K) given by I r--4- I(()K' Jt--+ J no. (Theorem 7, 
Chapter 1). 
Proposition 8: If I E MF(ID) ,then I is invertible •• 
i 
Proof: We show first that, if I,J E MF(O) , I c J , then 
3 I' E MF(ID) such that I = JI' . 
For then IIDK c JIO ,and, since - K 10 K 
is Dedekind, 
3 I E MF«(()K) such that I(()K = JIDKo! 
Put I' = I n ID 0 Since products are preserved by the 
correspondence in Theorem 7, Chapter 1, we have I = JI' , 
with I' E MFCIO) • 
Now I E MF(O) =:> 3 x E I , Y E F such that x + y = 1 0 
Clearly xlD + F cO, and also 10 c xlD + yO c xO + F ,so 
that xl.[) + F = 0 0 Thus xO E MFCO) , and xO c I , so, 
by what we proved first, 3 I' E MFCO) such that II' = xlD 




Lemma 8: Every class of Cl(O ) 
K 
has a representative which 
is regular. 
Proof: Let C E Cl(ID
K
), I an integral representative of 
C 
Let • It ., p 
r 
nl 
Suppose I = P1 
be the prlmes common to I and 
nr 




For each l ,let w{ be a parameter for P ,and let 
... i 
-nl -n r If =rr , ••••• 'IT .I. 
r 
Since I is integral, ord p I ~ 0 for I P , and hence 
ord p It ~ 0 for all P and ordp . If = 0 for all l . 
~ 
Thus It prlme to F , Le. regular, and If clearly 
so represents C 0 
Before proceeding to establish the main result in this 
section, we need to discuss some module and ring theory 
which is essential for that purpose. We shall omit most of 
the proofs of the required results. 
Let M be a module over a rlng R. 
M is said to be invertibZe if 3 an R-module M' such that 
MM' = R • 
M is projective the following diagram of R-modules and 








Proposition 9: If M an invertible module over a local 
ring R, then M is pr6jective. 
Proof: e Bourbaki [1]. 
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Proposition 10: If M 1S a projective module ove~ a local 
r1ng R, then M 1S free. 
Proof: See Kaplansky [1]. 
A module M over a ring R 1S faithful if a E R , aM = 0 
implies a = 0 • 
Proposition 11: Let A be a faithful finite algebra over 
R , a finite direct sum of local rings. Then every invertible 
submodule of A has the form Ru, where u a unit of A. 
Proof (Hayes [1]): We first prove the result for R a 
local r1ng. 
Let m be the maximal ideal of R, M an invertible 
submodule of A. By Proposition 9, M 1S projective and 
hence, by Propos ion 10, it is free over R. 
Let ul' ••. , Us be a basis for Mover R, and assume 
s ~ 2 • 
Let M' be the inverse of M. Then 3 x E M' which does 
not map each u. 
~ 
in 
Assume XUl = rl ~ m 
Then 
m , for otherwise MM' * R . 
between ul and u2 as rl and x are invertible in A. 
So M' = RUl ,ul necessarily a unit of A. 
n 
Now suppose R = $ R. , each 
i=l ~ 
submodule of A. 
R 
i 
local, M an invertible 
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Then M - M® R = M ®(EBR,) 
R l. 
= EB (M ® R,) 
l. 
Put M, = M ® R, Then M = EBM and similarly A = EBA 
l. l. i 
Since M lS invertible, 3 M' such that M® M' - R and , 
M', = M' ® R lS the lnverse of M In R for each l 
l. i i i 
, 
because 
M, ® M~ = (M ® R, ) ® (M I ® R, ) 
l. l. l. l. 
= (M ® M, ) ® R, 
l. l. 
= R ® R = R 
i i 
By the local case, for each l 3 u, E A such that 
l. i 
M, = u,R, 
l. l. l. 
Then M = EBM = EBR,u, = Ru , where u = (u 1 ' ... , u ) i l. l. n 
This proves the general case. 
A rlng is called primary if it contains exactly one prlme 
ideal. 
A prlmary ring which is also noetherian is clearly local. 
A ring is artinian if every descending chain of its ideals 
stabilizes. 
Proposition 12: An artinian rlng lS uniquely decomposable 
as a finite direct sum of noetherian primary rings. 
Proof: See Zariski & Samuel [1]. 
An element u E ~ is said to be prime to F if 
K 




This is clearly equivalent to saying that the image of u 
ID 
under the mapplng Q)K ~ YF is a unit. 
Proposition 13 (a) I E K«([) ~ <D :::> I K- :::> F 
(b) K(ID) is a finite monoid. 
(c) I E K«(j) invertible ~ I :: uV 
where u E (j)K is prlme to F 
Proof (adapted from Hayes [1]) : 
(a) I(() K :: (!)K , then, clearly I c (()K and 
F :: F([)K :: FIQ)K :: FI c I . 
(b) From (a) we see that elements of K(I!) correspond 
(j) 
one-to-one with the (l)-submodules of the r K/F 
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+ F 
which fin (Section 1.3). So K(V) must be finite. 





:: (j)(j) :: (j) ,and so I'E K«(j) 
K K (!) 
under the map (i) -~ K,1 
K 
also. 
is also Then the image of I 
IDK/F invertible. /' , clearly a finite algebra over 
IDK~F' which is finite and hence artinian. 
By Proposition 12 therefore, it satisfies the conditions 
of Proposition 11, and thus (I + FVF :: - ([)/F uo , where 
- is a unit of Ul K/ F i.e. I u(j) F where u E (j)K U , = + , 
is prime to F This gives (c) . 0 
Theorem 2: Let (l) be an order of K with conductor F 




h«D) = , 
where ~~(f) (resp. ~~ (f) ) is the number of units of Off 
({)K/ K 
(resp. f), and· {UK: U~} is the index of the group of 
units of ({) in the group of units of IDK 
Proof (adapted from Hayes [ 1] ): Define 1); : Cl(O) -+ Cl(ID K) 
by [A] t--+ [A(£) K] , where A E r* «(() . 
Let [ B] E Cl( (l) K) , where, by Lemma 8, we can assume that 
is regular. Hence B n 0 is regular; by Proposition 8 
[ B n (I)] belongs to Cl(O) , and clearly [B n (I)] -+ [B] . 
This shows 1); surjective. 
We now examine Ker 1); 
A be a representative of a glven class in Ker 1); 
This means AO K is principal, i.e. AO K = x(£)K ' for some 
x E K • 
B 
So x-lAO = 0 ,l.e. K K and 1S invertible 
because A is. Therefore x -IA E K* (0) 
Thus every class of Ker 1); has a representative from K*(V) • 
Since K(O) is fin e (Proposition 13Cb», we must have 
Ker 1); finite, and hCO) = h. #=IKer 1);! finite as h 1S 
finite too. 
We next determine #= IKer 1); I 
We have seen that every class of Ker 1); has a representat 
from K*«({» • 
Two elements A,B E K*CO) belong to the same s of Ker 1); 
iff A = xB, x E K. But then ~K = AOK = xB®K = x®K ' 
i.e. x 1S a unit of mK • 
So Ker 1jJ , where A '" B iff A = xB 
l.e. 
K*«([)/ Ker 1jJ = ,I G , where G =' {xQ): x E UK} 
Thus we have # I K* (~) I =:# I Ker 1jJ I .:# I G I 





So :# I G I = =#: I Kj U
ID 
I =' {UK: U(\)} , and this is finite because 
UK,UID are finitely generated groups with free part of the 
same rank. (Theorem 1.) 
So =#: I K* «[» I =' {UK: Uo }. :# I Ker 1jJ I . 
It remains to compute =#:IK*«([)I 
From Proposition 13(c) we have seen that a one-to-one 
correspondence exists between elements of K*«([) and 
{u®: u E (([)K/f)*} . 
Now u([) = u'([) u = u t t: , E E ([)/f)* 
This gives the relation 




which proves the assertion. 
We are now in a position to prove a result which we cited 
earlier (in Theorem 5, Chapter 1). 
Let A(®) be the set of arithmetically equivalent classes 
of I«([) ,i.e. A '" B iff A = xB for some x E K . 
ThenCl«([) operates on A«([) 1n a natural way. 
o 
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Theorem 3: .A(m) 1S finite •. 
Proof: Let [A] E A«(J) . Then the orbit of [A] under 
Cl«())) is { [IAl . [I] E Cl«(J)} . 
Now A E 1«())) , so A())K E 1 «(J)K) and since I/J (defined 1n 
Theorem 2) is onto there exists B E 1*(1]) such that 
[B())K] = [A(J)K] 
Then 3 x E K such that xA(J)K = B(J)K 1.e. xAB'(f)K = (J)K. ' 
where B' is the inverse of B. 
So xAB' E K«(J) and [xAB'l is in the orbit of [A] under 
Cl«(J) • 
Thus the orbit of each [A] In· A«(J) contains a class [Atl 
A' E K«(J) ,and since the latter is finite (Proposition 13(b», 
A«())) must so be finite. o 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown in the first Chapter that general ising the zeta 
function in terms of the primary decomposition of ideals 1n a 
nonmaximal order is a meaningful way of approaching the subject. 
All the invariants of K, except the Class Number h , which 
occur in the formula for Ress=l~K(s) (Section 1.4) are 
generalised to nonmaximal orders in Borevich and Shaferivich 
[1], and we have shown, in Chapter Two, how h can be 
generalised. 
A challenging question which suggests its 1S, therefore, 
whether one can express the residue at s = 1 of our 
generalised zeta function 
invariants. 
terms of these generalised 
H Bass [1] 
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